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Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure

Our mission is to transform the way public infrastructure is designed, 

built, and operated to regenerate and protect the environment, advance 

community values, and enhance prosperity and human well-being

Founding Organizations Core Research Partner

• Not-for-profit education and research organization

• Hub of a unique community of organizations and individuals involved in the 

planning, design, construction, and maintenance of infrastructure



Envision sustainable infrastructure framework
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ISI develops and manages the Envision™ 
sustainable infrastructure framework

• Envision enables a thorough examination of 
the sustainability & resiliency of 
infrastructure

• Provides a common language amongst 
stakeholders 

• Used by governments, public agencies, 
utilities, planners, designers, engineers, and 
other stakeholders to plan, design, and deliver 
more sustainable & resilient infrastructure

• Free guidance manual & easy-to-use
project self-assessment tools

• Professional training & credentialing 
program

• Third-party project verification 
& recognition (awards) program



ENERGY
Geothermal
Hydroelectric
Nuclear
Coal
Natural Gas
Oil/Refinery
Wind
Solar
Biomass

WATER
Potable water 
distribution

Water / 
wastewater 
treatment

Capture / 
storage

Stormwater 
Management

Flood control

WASTE
Solid waste
Recycling
Hazardous 
Waste
Collection & 
Transfer

TRANSPORT
Airports
Roads
Highways
Bikes
Pedestrians
Railways
Public Transit
Ports
Waterways

INFORMATION
Telecomm.
Internet
Phones
Data Centers
Sensors
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Envision is applicable to all types and sizes of 
infrastructure

LANDSCAPE
Public realm

Parks

Ecosystem 
services

Natural 
infrastructure



64 sustainability & resilience indicators (“credits”) 
across 5 main categories and 14 subcategories
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Wellbeing, Mobility, Community

Siting, Conservation, Ecology

Materials, Energy, Water

Collaboration, Planning, Economy

Emissions, Resilience

Quality of Life
14 Credits

Leadership
12 Credits

Resource Allocation
14 Credits

Natural World
14  Credits

Climate & Resilience
10 Credits



Envision credit list
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Example credit from Envision Guidance Manual



Envision harnesses 
proven strategies to 
face sustainability 
challenges head-on
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Avoidance

Minimization

Abatement

Offsetting

Mitigation hierarchy applied across a range 
of topics
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Project Phases
Top priority given to actions that avoid 
creating impacts

Project Phases
Measures taken to reduce the duration, 
intensity, or extent of impacts that cannot 
be avoided

Project Phases
Measures taken to rehabilitate degraded 
ecosystems

Project Phases
Lowest priority given to measures taken to 
compensate for any residual adverse 
impacts



PROJECT 
PHASES

Restorative

PERFORMANCE ACHIEVEMENT

STAKEHOLDER 
COLLABORATION

Conserving

Superior

Enhanced

Improved

Planning
Design

Construction

Operations

OwnerProject TeamPrimary Stakeholders
Secondary Stakeholders End-of-Life

SUSTAINABILITY

Project Phases
More durability and flexibility

End of life disassembly, up-cycling

Stakeholder Collaboration
Project team collaboration

Stakeholder issues and concerns

Performance Achievement
Beyond sustainable equilibrium

Restoration of systems

Envision expands opportunities for performance 
improvement across 3 dimensions
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PROJECT TIMELINE

Ability To Make Changes Cost t
o Make Chan

ges

Planning Design Construction

Envision designed to encourage use of the guidance 
early on in project planning and design
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• Extraordinary performance

• Overcoming significant barriers

• Scalable

• Transferable

Explicit recognition 
given to innovation
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4 ratings (or award levels) based on percentage 
of applicable points achieved:

• Verified: 20%

• Silver: 30%

• Gold: 40%

• Platinum: 50%

Independent third-party 
rating: validation of 
performance
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Up to 5 Levels of Achievement (LoA) for each 
credit. LoAs assigned points weighted by 
three factors:

• Importance and impact of indicator

• Difficulty of the specific actions required to 
achieve performance

• The demonstrable impact meeting the LoA 
requirements will have

Project scoring
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• Yes/No: action taken, or outcome achieved (e.g. project not located on sensitive 
sites)

• Target: specified outcome with discrete quantifiable levels (e.g., project reduces 
GHGs by 25%)

• Execution: process conducted, or commitment made to accomplish a certain 
objective (e.g., project team has a comprehensive sustainability management plan 
in place)

• Accomplishment: process conducted with a general or unspecified result (e.g., 

project team has ‘minimized’ use of fertilizers and pesticides)

Types of evaluation criteria in Envision



The Envision verification process

Conduct 
project Self 
Assessment

Register 
project with 

ISI
Start 

Verification
Design 
Review 

(iterative)

Award (if 
sufficient pts. 

earned)

Post 
Construction 

Review 
(mandatory)

Project 
Complete

Conduct 
project Self 

Assess

Register 
project with 

ISI
Start 

Verification

Post 
Construction 

Review 
(iterative)

Award (if 
sufficient pts. 

Earned)

Pathway B: Post-Construction

Pathway A: Design + Post-Construction

Project Complete
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Two options: projects may submit for third-party verification during planning and 
design stage OR during construction.

Project self-assessments may be conducted at any stage of the project lifecycle.



Self-assessment tool
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ISI provides project teams with an Envision self-assessment tool (often used prior 
to third-party verification)
• Excel-based checklist
• Presents Envision criteria as yes/no questions
• Results presented as an estimate of the possible score a project may achieve
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Infrastructure development rated by Envision*

* Includes projects that have completed third-party verification and received a rating, projects currently being verified, and projects registered 
for review. Does not include projects using Envision self-assessment tools or projects not intending to submit for verification 



Projects using Envision by sector*
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* Graph does not include projects using Envision self-assessment tools or projects not intending to submit for verification 



3 Canadian project examples
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• $10M cost savings using Envision early in project planning and design
• Flexible, durable design
• Protection of prime farmland
• Constructed wetland, habitat restoration
• Trails and interpretive signage to encourage community visitors & 

school tours
• Long-term partnerships with regional conservation authority and local 

university 
• Design consistent with the Ontario Adaptation Strategy and Action 

Plan 

Grand Bend Area 
Wastewater Treatment 
Facility
Lambton Shores, Ontario
Envision Platinum, 2015
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Surrey Biofuel Facility
Surrey, British Columbia
Envision Platinum, 2017

• First closed-loop fully integrated organic waste-to-energy 
infrastructure facility in North America

• Capable of processing 115,000 tonnes of residential and 
commercial organic waste into renewable natural gas / year

• Fuels the City’s entire fleet of natural gas-powered waste 
collection vehicles, its growing fleet of natural gas-powered 
operations service vehicles, and provides a renewable fuel 
source for the City’s District Energy System

• Key to helping Metro Vancouver area achieve its regional waste 
diversion targets of 80% by 2020
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• PPP with Canadian Federal 
Government as the public 
partner

• Use of Envision & third-party 
verification formed part of 
project agreement

• Supports over $20 billion in 
international trade & 40-50 
million commuters per year

• Integration of bike and 
pedestrian pathways, future 
LRT

• Safety & construction 
innovations

• Extensive climate and risk 
analysis conducted, adaptation 
planning

• Inaugurated late June 2019 & 
officially opened to traffic on 
July 1

Samuel de Champlain 
Bridge Corridor Project
Montreal, Quebec
Envision Platinum, 2018



Climate & Resilience
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Federal “Investing in Canada Plan” requires applicants 
seeking federal funding for new infrastructure projects to 
undertake a Climate Lens Assessment

Climate Lens

• Requirement of Investing in Canada bilateral agreements signed between Infrastructure 
Canada & the provinces and territories

• Determine whether project will contribute to or reduce climate pollution
• Consider climate change risks in location, design, and planned operation of projects
• Identify & assess opportunities to reduce carbon pollution

• Identify & assess adaptation opportunities 
• Applicability:

• Projects > $10M 
• Any project that deals with climate change resilience or GHG mitigation
• All projects under Disaster Mitigation and Adaptation Fund

• Smart City Challenge winning proposals

https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/pub/other-autre/cl-occ-eng.html
https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/dmaf-faac/index-eng.html
https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/cities-villes/index-eng.html
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• Two components:
• GHG mitigation assessment
• Climate change resilience 

assessment
• Applicants may need to undertake 

one or both types of assessments 
depending on program, funding 
stream, project cost

• Recognized methodologies to 
assess climate change risk and 
resilience:
• Envision® sustainable 

infrastructure framework from 
Institute for Sustainable 
Infrastructure

• Public Infrastructure 
Engineering Vulnerability 
Committee (PIEVC) Protocol

• SuRe® – Standard for 
Sustainable and Resilient 
Infrastructure

https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/
https://pievc.ca/
http://www.gib-foundation.org/sure-standard/
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Steps of Climate Risk Assessment Process1

1 Climate Lens, General Guidance, Annex G – Methodologies and 
Resilience Assessment Steps: https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/pub/other-

autre/cl-occ-eng.html#2

Establish 
Context 
(Scope)

• Understand historical climate data & future projections
• Define assessment objectives, timeframe, resources available
• Develop workplan

Risk 
Identific-

ation

• ID current & projected climate change impacts and associated potential risks to the asset, system, surrounding 
environment

• Determine likelihood and potential consequences of each

Risk 
Analysis

• Estimates of likelihood and consequences of risk events and opportunities
• Estimates of the acceptance of risk by different stakeholders or record reasons for non-acceptance based on 

stakeholder consultation

Risk 
Evaluation

• Evaluate risks in terms of likelihood & consequence (e.g., very high to very low); understand costs and benefits, 
determine acceptability

• Rank & prioritize risks in order of importance to address

Adaptation 
Measures

• ID options to treat/deal with each risk
• Consider potential opportunities and how they can be exploited
• Select optional solutions (based on ROI, loss estimation analysis)

https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/pub/other-autre/cl-occ-eng.html
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Credits in the Climate and Resilience Credit Category—CR2.2 –
CR2.5—outline an approach to understanding risk and resilience 
consistent with Climate Lens requirements

Envision’s approach

CR2.2 Assess Climate Change Vulnerability

CR2.3 Evaluate Risk and Resilience

CR2.4 Establish Resilience Goals and Strategies

CR2.5 Maximize Resilience

28
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Envision’s approach, cont’d
CR2.2 Assess Climate Change Vulnerability

A. Determine climate change threats to the project and its surroundings:
• Asset
• Infrastructure system
• Community-scale

Account for climate change’s impact on the frequency, duration & 
severity of threats / hazards identified

B. Determine vulnerability of the project to climate change threats

C. Determine vulnerability of the infrastructure system…

D. Determine vulnerability of the community…

E. Share findings

29
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Envision’s approach, cont’d
CR2.3 Evaluate Risk and Resilience

A. Establish scope and boundary of the assessment:
• Asset
• Infrastructure system
• Community-scale

B. ID critical functions and dependencies of the asset 

C. ID threats or hazards to the project & its surroundings

D. ID vulnerabilities of critical functions and dependencies of the asset

E. Evaluate risks by determining probability and impacts

F. Involve stakeholders in the risk evaluation

30
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Envision’s approach, cont’d
CR2.4 Establish Resilience Goals and Strategies

A. ID project performance goals and risk appetite of the owner

B. Develop risk management strategies based on risk evaluation (CR2.3)

C. Engage stakeholders in developing resilience goals

D. Ensure the project supports or is part of larger community resilience or 
climate change adaptation goals
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Envision’s approach, cont’d
CR2.5 Maximize Resilience

A. Develop resilience goals and strategies based on comprehensive risk 
evaluation (CR2.2)

B. Implement resilience strategies that are sufficient to address major 
project risks and improve project resilience

C. Monitor implementation of project resilience strategies, review their 
ongoing effectiveness

D. Incorporate resilience goals and strategies into ongoing O&M

E. Include methods for measuring/quantifying resilience performance 
targets
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Contact information

Melissa Peneycad, Managing Director, Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure

Email:  Peneycad@sustainableinfrastructure.org
Phone: (416) 997-8367
Twitter: @melissapeneycad

http://sustainableinfrastructure.org
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Link to Video: https://youtu.be/eyf-QZzSiug

https://youtu.be/eyf-QZzSiug

